
Fleurenasci Add-A-Bead Jewelry  

& Keepsake Order Form 

Flower essence jewelry and keepsakes are a unique and beautiful way to preserve your memories.  To place 

an order for your individualized jewelry or keepsake item, we ask that you complete the options below and 

return with your payment.  We look forward to creating your beautiful, custom keepsakes.   

 

In order to ensure that all your wishes are conveyed, please make a selection for each option.  If it does not 

apply to your order simply choose “none.  If you have other requests not listed as an option, please include 

them in the “special instructions” section.  Our goal is to create your jewelry or keepsake item to best 

represent both the sentiment and essence of your choice and your personal taste and style. 

 

Please complete a form for each item being ordered.  If you are ordering multiples of the same item and they 

are to be identical you may use the same form, otherwise a separate form is required for each.   

 

Name:  First _____________________________________________ Last _____________________________________________ 

 

Street: ___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

City: _____________________________________________ State _____________________________ Zip __________________ 

 

Phone Number : ____________________________________  Secondary Number:  _____________________________________ 
  

Email: ___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Jewelry or Keepsake Item:___________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Quantity:____________ Only enter more than one if the items are to be identical, otherwise each item needs a separate form. 

 

Flower Bead Choice #1: ______________________________ Essence being Conveyed _________________________________ 

Bead Color:  

make bead in a clear base    enhance bead to the original flower color 

 make bead a different color (specify color in box below) 

 

Flower Bead Choice #2:______________________________ Essence being Conveyed _________________________________   
Bead Color #2:   

make bead in a clear base    enhance bead to the original flower color  

 make bead a different color (specify in box below)   

 

Should you wish to have more than two fllower essence bead choices, please note in the special instructions box below. 

 

Would you like your special someone captured on your flower essence inclusion card?  For example: Flowers sent to celebrate the  

 

life of: _____________________________________________ or flowers borrowed from the bridal bouquet of: ________________ 

 

____________________________________________ Other: _______________________________________________________
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Swarovski Crystal Selection:     Swarovski Pearl Selection: 

Choice One ____________________________  Choice One ___________________________ 

 Choice Two ___________________________  Choice Two ___________________________ 

 

Rhinestone Crystal Selection:      Gemstone Selection: 

Choice One ____________________________  Choice One ___________________________ 

 Choice Two ___________________________  Choice Two ___________________________ 

           

Bracelet Length:      Necklace Length: 

7" 7.5" 8    16" 18" 

 

Drop Pin Length:      Earring Size: 

3/4” 1” 1-1/2” 2”   14mm 25mm 28mm 30mm 

 

Enhancement Choice: 

Smart Beads Qty __________________ Filigree Item # & Qty __________________ 

Rondelle Item # & Qty ______________ Round Tube Item # & Qty ______________ 

Spacer Item # & Qty _______________  Other  _____________________________ 

 

Special Instructions: ________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Terms & Conditions have been read and agreed to. ____________________________________________________ 


